Daytime Connector & Express Routes
Operates from Monday–Friday 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

General shuttle information, questions and concerns:
telephone: 401-863-2322
e-mail: transportation@brown.edu
website: brown.edu/transportation

Express Route
1. Hillel
   Text ID: 1110
2. John Hay Library
   Text ID: 1120
3. Dyer & Hay / School of Public Health
   Text ID: 2130
4. 225 Dyer
   Text ID: 2140
5. South Street Landing
   Text ID: 2150
6. 225 Dyer
   Text ID: 2160
7. Dyer & Pine / School of Public Health
   Text ID: 2170
8. Rockefeller Library
   Text ID: 1180

Connector Route
9. Athletic Center
   Text ID: 1310
10. Pembroke Campus
    Text ID: 1320
11. Sciences Library
    Text ID: 1330
12. Power Street Garage / Visitor Lot
    Text ID: 1340
13. Brook St - Fox Point
    Text ID: 1350
14. South Street Landing
    Text ID: 2150
15. Medical School
    Text ID: 2360
16. Rhode Island Hospital
    Text ID: 2370
17. Coro Center
    Text ID: 2380
18. Medical School
    Text ID: 2390
19. South Street Landing
    Text ID: 2150
20. Brook St / Fox Point
    Text ID: 1410
21. Brook & Power
    Text ID: 1420
22. School of Engineering
    Text ID: 1430

Find out when the shuttle is coming!
Dial: 41411 — Message: Brown ####
Example: text Brown 1110 for Hillel. Response within seconds tells you when the next two shuttles will arrive.

brownshuttle.com Online B.U.S. real time tracker.
Download the TransLoc app